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INTRODUCTION
Because of the need to practice sport in the harsh winter of Massachusetts, where the practice of sports was done outdoors, in the late nineteenth century, the director of Springfield College Luther Hasley Gullick, called Professor James Naismith and gave him the task of thinking about a game without violence and could also be practiced in the summer to attempt this need. It was then that the teacher created basketball, which has evolved over the years. The sport expanded with great success and in 1936 was introduced to the Olympic Games in Berlin. James Naismith, the creator of the sport, was the one who launched the 'ball to the top' (the starting act) of the first basketball game in the Olympics.
League -NBL) joined BAA. Then in 1949, the BAA became the National Basketball Association (National Basketball Association -NBA), which is known worldwide as today.
Today the NBA has 30 teams divided into 2 conferences and subdivided into divisions. The Eastern Conference consists of the Atlantic, Central and Southeast Division. The Western Conference consists of the Northwest, Pacific and Southwest Division 4 .
Currently, basketball is practiced by more than 300 million people worldwide, in more than 170 countries affiliated to FIBA 3, 5 .
Throughout its evolution, basketball has increasingly begun to be studied, in relation to the game mode, tactical and technical volume. This made it necessary to observe statistical components to improve both the study among the teams (seeking to know the opposing team, exploring the weaknesses) and to improve the training of their athletes (observing where this athlete has some deficiency) 6 .
The tool that we find to make this observation is the scout, which is used universally in basketball. The mapping of this information that is generated through the actions of the games, as well as the identification of the factors that lead the team to victory or defeat, can directly influence the final result of a game.
Analyzing statistical indicators in a basketball game is becoming increasingly important as they are correlated to a team's success in a league as it carries with it a history of team strengths throughout its 7 .
The 'scouting' is, according to Throat (1996) , "the detection of the characteristics and the opposing team's style of play in order to exploit their weaknesses and counteract its dimensions strong". Cousy and Power Jr. (1985) define the 'scouting' as "a skilled observation studying a future opponent, serving to learn the strategies and behaviors of the players and their weaknesses." 6 Through the scout, the coach can evaluate the athlete as a whole, identifying his deficiencies, the points that need to be better worked on. The analysis of several aspects that are part of a basketball game, gives the technicians the possibility to establish adequate strategies to improve performance both collective and individual 6 .
According to Martin and Gross (1990), game statistics provide objective and relevant information, which serves as a basis for assessing performance. The game indicators observed and analyzed are: assistance, locks, recovery of ball possession, rebound attack, rebound defense, lost balls, faults committed (individual and collective), free throw (right and wrong), two-pitch pitches (right and wrong), three-point pitches (right and wrong) 6 . This information should be recorded by scouts (recorder), both individual information will be acquired (for each player) and collective (team), so you can later analyze the results. Throughout the game, the scout must be available to the coach, so he can make a reading of the game through statistics, and observe important aspects of the game, in order to make any changes in the tactical part of your team 8 .
During the break of the game, scouts should communicate the technical information that it may not have realized. After the game, the detailed analysis is passed on to the coach so that the coach can perceive how the game was, regardless of the final result, the aspects that were stronger and weaker in the team and also individually, so that they can be corrected in the training sessions 9 .
For this mapping information becomes the most reliable possible, scouts must know the fundamentals of basketball, notice when certain action features a plea be offensive or defensive: attempt to pitch 3 points, 2 points, assistance, offensive rebound, defensive rebound, stolen ball, loose ball (turnover) faults.
According to De Rose Jr. (2005), a pitch is characterized by the attempt to convert to the basket of any part of the court. The attempt may be three points, two points or free throws. An attempted pitch shall be scored whenever there is a clear intention to throw the ball into the basket. The two-point or three-point pitch definition must be based on the referee's signal in the three-point attempt, the umpire raises his arm three-fingered; if converted the referee raises the other arm, indicating that there was the basket 10 .
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It is characterized rebound, the action of regaining possession of the ball after an unconverted pitch, both by attack and defense. For a rebound to be characterized as defensive, it must be picked up after a wrong throw by an opponent. But the attack rebound should be picked up after an error in pitch of a companion 11 .
It is considered an assist, the last pass before a converted throw, but the pitcher must indicate that it will go to the basket immediately. The blocking, according to Pereira (2011) "is the act of preventing the progression of the ball to the basket, diverting its trajectory and preventing the opponent to complete the move." 12 The FIBA website on your Basketball Glossary defines the ball loss (turnover) as the loss of possession of the ball caused by a stolen (steal), an offensive foul, held ball situation or a bad pass 5 .
Also on this site, it shows that the ball stolen (steal), is characterized when you intercept a pass or is the "name of the action," it steals the ball during the dribble or causes the opponent's mistake, recovering possession of the ball.
Data show that it is normal for a team to convert less than 50% of the game pitches (2 and 3-point pitches are considered), and after the throwing error the defensive or offensive action continues, so the rebound defensive as offensive, is one of the crucial factors for a match 13 . Daiuto (1983) reports that with the exception of the occasions where the opponent's basket occurs, the most likely way to obtain possession of the ball is on the rebound. Therefore, the team should pay special attention to this foundation in their training, because in a basketball game tends to have a large number of throwing attempts 8 .
De Rose, Gaspar, and Siniscalchi (2002) concluded -in a study where they analyzed the influence of technical fundamentals on the outcome of a match -that defensive rebounds combined with pitch efficiency were important factors for a team-friendly outcome 6 .
Hollinger (2003), through a statistical analysis, considering the pace of play, the defensive efficiency (ED), the offensive efficiency (EO) and the margin of points, reached the conclusion that in the NBA, between the years of 1975 and 2002, no team was champion with game pace 3% above the league average, and emphasized the importance of possession of the ball by selecting the best pitches 14 .
Melnick (2001) in a study where NBA games were analyzed in the seasons between 1993 and 1998, found a strong correlation between wins and numbers of assists 15 . Sampaio (1998) conducted a survey with a sample of 484 basketball games and analyzed the most important factors for the final match results, normal, balanced and unbalanced.He noted in the result of his research, that teams that beat their matches, obtained higher numbers of ball possession, which was reinforced due to the greater number of defensive rebounds. In the same survey, it was also observed that the use of three-point pitches were the factors that contributed the most to victory. In normal games, the number of fouls was decisive in determining the final result, the teams that had fewer fouls committed won. It was also identified that the use of the free throws, contribute to the final results of balanced games, the winning teams were more efficient in the line of the free throw 16 . Oliver (2004) selected four factors that affect the sport of basketball results: pitch efficiency, ball loss number (turnover), offensive rebounds and converted free throws. He came to the conclusion that winning teams in their games reached the highest numbers on three of the four items listed 17 . This study aims to identify which foundations were most important to obtain the victory in matches of the American League (NBA), watching the official statistics from the season 2015-2016 games, both regular seasons as the playoffs.
METHODS
The research was characterized as a quantitative descriptive character. The statistical analysis of games from the North American Basketball League's NBA season of 2015/2016 was used as a method.
We analyzed 797 regular season games out of a total of 1230 (approximately 65%) and 46 games of the playoffs a total of 85 (approximately 54%) in season 2015/2016 NBA. Matches in which the difference between the teams was greater than 12 points during the regular season were not used in this research. In this way, the present study tried to assure the importance of the indicators to obtain the victory due to the proximity of the points on the scoreboard between the teams.
The data was acquired directly from the NBA website, where all game statistics are archived. The score box was analyzed which contains information of each athlete, and also the team as a whole
The following statistical indicators were observed: converted shots (CS), attempted shots (AS), percentage of shots (%S), converted two-point shots (2P), two-pitch shots attempted (2PA), percentage of two-point (%2P), converted three-point shots (3P), three-pitch shots attempted (3PA), percentage of three-point (%3P), converted free throw (FTM), attempt free throw (FTA), percentage of free throw (%FT), offensive rebound (OREB), defensive rebound (DREB), total rebounds (REB), assists (AST), loss of possession (TOV), stolen ball (STL), stump (BLK), personal foul (PF). In each game, all the indicators were recorded, observing in which the winning team had an advantage.
A mathematical calculation was performed, since the box score, NBA does not contain data: 2PA, 2P and %2P. For this, the following formula was made: AS -3PA = 2PA, to define the attempted twopitch throws, and CS -3P = 2P, to define the converted two-throw pitches, since the throws included in the CS, %S does not include free throws (FT).And the percentage of pitches was calculated, with the formula: (2 P / 2PA) * 100.
It was considered statistical data obtained by the box score on the official league site, except the data: pitch two tempted points, throwing two converted points and percentage of throwing two points (which are not entered into this box score), these were calculated using Microsoft Excel for Windows®. For inferential analysis of the study data made using the Student's t-test for independent samples (significance level α = 0.05).
RESULTS
Were analyzed 797 regular season games and 46 games of the 2015-2016 season of the National Basketball Association playoffs. Was calculated a difference of ground between winning and losing teams, plus the number of games in which the winning team got advantage on that basis, the total number was divided by n = 797 (the regular season) and n = 46 (in game playoffs), thus obtaining the percentage of the prevalence of each indicator. 
Table1. Descriptive Statistics of the regular season and Playoffs

Regular
Mean / Standard Deviation (M ± SD) Coefficient of variation (CV)
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It was observed that both the regular season and in the playoffs the team that tried to play more pitches (2 points and 3 points) was the losing team in the regular season observed the percentage of 60.5% of the losing teams in the playoffs and 67, 4%. Regarding the free throw teams that won the matches, they threw more (56.6% regular season and playoffs 56.5%)and converted more (58.09% regular season and playoffs 60.9%), however, is analyzed the free -throw percentage, the data showed no relevance where the regular season only 51.2% of the winning teams got advantage in this foundation and in the playoffs 50%.
Also in relation to pitches, significant data were observed for three -point shot, especially in the playoffs where 69.6% of games where the use of three points was higher, the team got the win in the regular season the values were 60.6% which is also an expressive fact. Confirming the thesis of Sampaio (1998) , where he found expressive data related to three-point pitches 18. In the regular season the percentage of two -point shooting was also important, in which 63.5% of the games, the team that won the victory had advantage on this foundation, however, in the playoffs obtained no difference, because 50% of the games the winning team got advantage and 50% of the games to lose.
As for the rebounds, defensive shown to be important for achieving victory in the regular season were 63.9% where the winning team got an advantage in the playoffs and 60.9%. When we observed the general rebounds (defensive + offensive), only in the regular season showed relevance with 59%, contrary to the thesis of Oliver (2004), where he said that one of the most important factors to obtain the victory was the offensive rebound. And confirming the thesis of Reis (2008); Daiuto (1983) and De Rose, Gaspar and Siniscalchi (2002), which said that one of the most important factors for the victory was getting the ball, and as in a basketball game, normally, the percentage of general pitches is less than 50%, the rebound becomes an important factor for the repossession 17, 13, 8, 6, 18 .
The assists proved decisive in getting the victory, especially when it comes to the playoff, where he took victory in 63% of games where the team got an advantage on this foundation, the regular season, were 56.6% of the games. Confirming, the study by Melnick (2004) , although this present study analyzed this foundation differently 15 .
The turnover (loss of ball) is also an important indicator when analyzing the playoffs (56.5% of the games, had less loss of possession), the regular season, showed no relevance.
The ball was stolen also contributed to a high degree for the win in the playoffs (63% of the games where the team won the victory), the regular season, showed no relevance.
The lock (or popularly known as play), was important in the regular season were 52.1% of games in which the winning team got an advantage in the playoffs and were 58.7%.
It was noted that the personal fouls are also important factors in the regular season the team made less foul was the winner in 58.3% of the games in the playoffs and this number grows further, reaching 67.4% of the games. In generally converted shots (CS), it was observed that obtained importance in the playoffs and the regular season, both descriptive statistics as the reference statistic. Already in general attempted shots (AS), only in the regular season, referential statistical significance obtained in the playoffs did not achieve statistical significance. And the percentage of general pitches got importance in both statistics (descriptive and referential), both the regular season and in the playoffs.
Table2. Inferential statistics, regular season and Playoffs
Regular
Pitches in two converted points (2P), noted the importance in two statistical types (descriptive and referential), only in the regular season, the playoffs did not achieve statistical significance. In relation to the attempted pitches (2PA), it did not achieve statistical significance, not the regular season and not in the playoffs. When analyzed the percentage of two -point shots in the regular season showed statistical significance in both descriptive and in reference, already in the playoffs did not show statistical significance.
Regarding pitches three points converted (3P), the regular season, showed significance only in reference statistics and in the playoffs showed significance only on descriptive statistics. When the three-point pitches (3PA) were analyzed, relevance was observed only in the regular season, in relation to referential statistics. By analyzing the percentage of three -point shots (%3P) showed relevance both the regular season and in the playoffs in descriptive and referential statistics.
By analyzing the pitches of converted free throw (FTM), the regular season, showed the relevance descriptive and referential statistics, since when we observe the playoffs showed significance only on descriptive statistics. Regarding the free throw shots attempted in both the regular season and in the playoffs, showed significance in statistics (descriptive and reference). When we look at the percentage of free throw shooting, only the regular season showed relevance in descriptive statistics and reference in the playoffs showed no relevance.
Offensive rebounds showed no relevance nor in the regular season and not in the playoffs. Already defensive rebounds in the regular season showed relevance both descriptive statistics as the reference, and in the playoffs, showed only on descriptive statistics. When analyzed the general rebounds (defensive + offensive), only showed relevance in the regular season (in both descriptive and referential statistics).
Assists showed relevance in the regular season both descriptive statistics as a reference, already in the playoffs showed significance only on descriptive statistics.
The turnovers (ball losses) showed significance in the regular season compared to reference statistics and in the playoffs in descriptive statistics.
By observing the ball stolen (steals), the regular season showed significance only in reference statistics but when analyzed in the playoffs showed relevance both descriptive statistics as the benchmark.
Locks and personal fouls, showed relevance both the regular season and in the playoffs in descriptive and referential statistics. The study showed that the factors that most contributed to the victory in the NBA's 2015-2016 season were: Taking advantage of the general pitches (better selection of these -teams that tried less and converted more), the use of three-point pitches showed great relevance in the regular season (60.6%), but mainly in the playoffs (being the foundation more important in this stage of the season, with 69.6%), defensive rebounds (for obtaining of possession). The teams have committed fewer personal fouls (PF) in 58.4% of regular season games, and gained the victory in the playoffs showed even greater relevance, because in 67.4% of the winning team games committed fewer fouls.
CONCLUSIONS
Statistical analysis within sports has shown total importance in relation to the preparation of a team, as well as the study of the opposing team. The main tool for this analysis is the scout that generates a range of information for the technician of a team and giving support for decision-making, whether in relation to the current game or staff training.
It is clear that statistical data alone do not translate a victory because if we analyze the numbers coldly we are making a mistake because a pitch that is given free of marking is different from one where the marking is on top, but when we analyze statistically counts as one action. But the scout serves as a map, such as roads that are given to us for technical decision-making, which analyzes the other variables of the game and at this point the statistical analysis shown important.
The teams that threw more of the line of the free throw and those that converted more, had a greater index of victory, already the use of this pitch was not significant. Assists also showed to be important, especially in the playoffs. The loss of the ball (turnover) showed significant when analyzed playoff, as well as the recovery of this possession of stolen through the ball (steal). The blocks (block) showed significance in getting the victory, especially in the playoffs (58.7%).
It is recommended to perform more accurate studies on the level of the game (compared to final campaigns of times), the statistics related to home games and away from home (home advantage). This season there have been two extraordinary situations, the team Golden State Warriors who made the best campaign in history in the regular season and the team the Cleveland Cavaliers in the playoffs became a series of 3 x 1 to 4 x 3 situations those that deserve notice and analysis.
It is also recommended studies accompanying the next seasons so that it can be observed the most important fundamentals if it remains, or if it was characteristic of this season.
